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Abstract
The Cities in Recession Series aim to investigate how the design and physical planning of urban
environments are making cities more or less at risk to economic recession, what factors are
making cities more resilient to recession and what measures can be taken to survive recession,
benefit from an upturn and plan ahead for future downturns in the global economy. CIties in
Recession Part I: Resilience, Regeneration & Reinvention is the first in the series of articles and
presents current research and debate into the issue. The paper investigates how cities across
the world have been affected by recession and the procedures taken to recover from economic
downturns. Written during the economic slump caused by the American Sub Prime Mortgage
crisis in the late 2000s the paper presents a topical analysis into how well modern cities are
prepared for the current situation they face.
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Introduction

The late 2000s recession has arrived with unprecedented ferocity and caused widespread economic and social
upheaval at an alarming rate across the world. The recession, defined as a significant decline in economic activity
spread across the country, lasting two consecutive quarters1 has been experienced by countries across the world. The
recession is being experienced sharply by nations in terms of real personal income, employment, industrial production,
and wholesale-retail sales. The peaks and troughs experienced by a country’s economy is an inevitable symptom of
local and international economic patterns and has followed a long period of sustained growth for many of the world’s
countries. The rise of globalization has meant economic downturns are felt far and wide with the after-effects of the sub
prime mortgage crisis being felt through the developed and developing world. The role of cities in the rise and fall of a
country’s fortunes is increasingly important as, according to the United Nations, over half the world’s population now
live in cities, a figure that is expected to rise to 60% in 20302. The dynamic role of cities has been critical in promoting
and sustaining economic growth and many are the main economic drivers and providers for the countries in which they
exist. The way cities can cope and fight through the recession will be crucial if the country is to be well-placed to benefit
from the upturn in the world economy. This article aims to discover why some cities are better placed to deal effectively
with economic downturn and researches the resilience components necessary to allow cities to survive, prosper and
prepare for future recessions.
Much research and debate currently exists into the economic conditions causing and resulting from recessions. This
paper instead focuses upon the physical and urban design challenges and opportunities faced by cities in times of
recession. Inevitably an overlap of research will occur in the ever complex matrix of urban conditions and will aim to
discover how physical design can directly influence the economic and social sustainability of cities. Drawing upon
the historical experience of cities, current literature and the author’s own experience gained through working, living
and studying in various cities, to evaluate the resilience of cities during recession. Research will be evaluated from
a wide range of sources considered fundamental to the design of cities, including urban economics and land uses,
infrastructure and movement, the built environment and human capital. The author hopes to provide a critical analysis
of the challenges ahead for cities, whilst positively highlighting their crucial role in improving the economic and social
conditions for many people across the world.
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Resilience Factors

Economy &
Land Use
The recession of the late 2000s has been
predominantly associated with a financial
downturn prompted by the sub prime mortgage
crisis in the United States. The financial crisis
undoubtedly triggered the problem that escalated
through heavily indebted banks refusing to loan
money, leading to redundancies and a massive
contraction of consumer spending. The following
section will look at how the physical design of
cities can exacerbate or alleviate some of these
problems affecting the economic productivity
and competitiveness of cities.
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ECONOMIC DIVERSITY
Economic

Diversity

One of the more predominant features of a city that is
susceptible to major significant structural and social upheaval
caused by recession are those which have a mono-functional
economy with heavy reliance upon one sector, one land use or
a single large employer. This urban structure has proved to be
behind the downfall of cities across the world during recession.
Indeed, such is the experience of a selection of cities in the
north of England which are still struggling to recover from
the decline of the manufacturing industries that provided the
majority of employment in their cities.
Experience from many cities that have experienced decline
in previous recessions and those that have implemented
successful policies to diversify shows that a diverse
employment and business market provides more sustainable
conditions for the city and its residents. A dynamic urban
framework that provides the flexibility for different uses, an
adaptable building form for different size companies and
an urban environment that harnesses a skilled labour pool
appropriate to a varying offering of businesses are all crucial in

attracting such diversity.
Although many lessons have been learnt, many major cities
are still at risk from a lack of diversity that can come in varying
forms and are discussed in the following chapter.

Diversity of Sector

Cities that rely heavily upon one sector of industry can be
placed at more risk to global economic fluctuations. For
example, economic conditions such as reduced availability of
credit, reduced liquidity and a sharp reduction in consumer
spending can impact heavily on the financial, construction and
retail sectors, as is the experience of the current recession
in 2008/2009. The car industry is one example of an industry
experiencing major contraction in demand and subsequent
output, which is impacting upon the cities that rely heavily upon
its revenue and employment. Detroit, USA has been susceptible
to economic declines more so than other cities due to its heavy
reliance upon the car industry, being home to Ford, Chrysler
and General Motors. The consumer driven industry, reliant
upon credit and affected by fluctuating oil and raw materials
costs means the industry can prove unstable during downturns.
The city as a result feels such affects sharply, during the 1958

CASE STUDY: Dubai, United Arab Emirates
A city that has successfully diversified to reduce
its risk of reliance upon one particular economical
sector.
The city of Dubai has seen unprecedented economic
growth in the last decade, experiencing annual growth
rates of 13%, faster than other growing economies
of China and India and the developed economies
of Singapore4. The reason for this rapid increase in
economic wealth is partly due to the government’s
policy of economic diversity in order to establish long
term sustainability by reducing the city and country’s
reliance upon oil revenues. The non-oil sector
accounted for 95% of the overall GDP of the city, a rise
from 90% in 2000 and 46% in 19755. The growth of the
city’s service sectors has been behind the city’s growth,
with annual growth rates of 21% and accounting for
74% of overall GDP in 2005. Strategic Policies have
been aimed at strengthening existing strong sectors
of trade and construction/real estate and encourage
further growth of industries predicted to enjoy future
international long term growth. These sectors seen
as important to the growth of Dubai include tourism,
transportation and financial services. The success of
this diversification has been due to strategic policies
to encourage free trade, international investment, a
knowledge driven economy. The city has also been
successful in attracting skilled human capital through
high wages and a high quality of life with world class
education and healthcare.

The Dubai International Finance Centre (DIFC),
centre of Dubai’s growing financial industry
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recession the city experienced unemployment rates of 15.1%,
compared to 6.1% national average3
The diversification of economies to provide a broader base of
employment opportunities in recession has been at the forefront
of modern urban economic policy in cities and towns across the
world. Post-industrial cities in Europe have been implementing
policies to diversify following the heavy impact caused by of
the decline of manufacturing industries in the 1970s. Emerging
cities in the Middle East have emerged through bold attempts to
attract a broad range of new industrial sectors and reduce their
country’s reliance upon oil revenues.

Diversity of land use

With the deindustrialisation and reduction of importance of the
manufacturing industries, the need to separately zone uses of
employment away from residential was reduced and ‘mixed
use development’ has become the preferred option for cities,
particularly in central locations. Experience has shown that
the mixing of uses can offer many urban design benefits to a

city as well as improve its economic performance. This has
been seen as a return to traditional city principles which have
evolved gradually to offer a wealth of different uses either within
buildings, streets or across city districts. Many cities have
developed with a rich mix of uses, either within quarters, the
agglomeration of buildings with distinct uses, streets offering
different uses aligned side by side and buildings vertically
or horizontally divided to provide a number of different uses
or a mixture of all three, such as is seen in the new Soho
development in Beijing.
The appropriate mix of uses within cities can have a number of
economic benefits by increasing competition, better efficiency
of buildings and land. Certain uses are made more viable
through mix use, for example, the proximity of retail to a
business or residential population which in turn, creates vibrant
urban districts. Placing uses within easy walking distance from
each other reduces urban sprawl and reduces the demand for
transportation costs, allowing people to walk to work in certain
localities. Although not always favoured by developers due

The Vibrant mix of uses make Tokyo easily indentifiable,
exciting and economically more stable

CASE STUDY: Tokyo, Japan
A vibrant urban environment with a vibrant mix of complementary mix of uses
Despite attempts by urban planners to organize the city into functional zones, the city of Tokyo was rebuilt (following the
destruction caused in the Second World War) organically along traditional principles of mixed use. The cultural tradition of
small scale and family run businesses in the city meant people tend to live and work in the same locality and building. The city
has grown with an adaptable and flexible built form to allow for this mix of uses where small scale industries such as printing,
woodwork and textile manufacturing exist within the residential neighbourhoods. Such a rich tapestry of uses encourages people
activity and stimulates economic development by promoting local commercial activity. Modern developments have continued this
tradition with schemes such as Roppongi Hills and Tokyo Midtown offering a vibrant concoction of complementary uses such as
residential, employment, museums, art galleries, leisure and more within a high density modern setting.
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CASE STUDY: Birmingham, England
The ‘city of a thousand trades’ could not avoid the
decline of manufacturing and although the city has
diversified into new sectors the return to locally
competitive businesses is also being encouraged.
The city of Birmingham in England, once revered as the city
of a thousand trades was still impacted by the reduction of
the manufacturing sector that heavily impacted Northern
England. Successive recessions saw the city lose its
reputation as ‘motor city’, with the near entire loss of its
car manufacturing industry. The city, like many in the UK
has learnt its lesson and modern regeneration schemes
have been aimed at creating a variety of different uses
and business sizes. To complement the large corporations
that exist in the city, the new ‘Eastside’ redevelopment that
hopes to attract 12,0007 new jobs is encouraging smaller
businesses to the area through its long term masterplan
strategy. The sustainable agenda states that “Diversification
calls for small businesses, which should be encouraged as
a sustainable model: small firms are the ones that create
jobs and innovate. They are the basis of future employment,
benefit positive local competition, and avoid the instability of
an area’s dependence on fewer, larger enterprises8
Right: A promotional poster from Birmignham circa 1935

to the financial and technical implications of some mixed use
buildings, they can offer economic sustainability by allowing
developers to tailor the blend of elements in order to make the
buildings more economically viable and spread the risk of sector
fluctuations across a larger portfolio of services.

Diversity of size

Diversity is also important in terms of size of businesses. The
‘small is beautiful’ economic argument against the apparent
stability of larger conglomerates within a globalised economy
will continue. Some urban economists suggest that cities can
exhibit stable characteristics where entrepreneurship flourishes
and urban competition is increased between smaller businesses
and where larger enterprises do not dominate the market. It
has been predicted that the success rate of Sheffield, England,
during the late 2000s recession will be improved due to the
city’s reduced reliance upon larger firms, with less than a fifth of
the workforce in businesses employing more than 500 people,
meaning the city may avoid mass redundancy programmes6
. Larger companies can be more transient in their choice of
location due to larger profits and during times of recession can
afford the flexibility of downsizing facilities to cheaper locations
whereas smaller and medium sized companies may show
greater loyalty to their locality. The other side of the debate
suggests larger companies provide greater stability through
access to larger global markets and have more established
management structures. The transience and flexibility of larger
companies to relocate may cause disruption to some cities but
can bring advantage to others and may prove the only possible
way of survival for some establishments.

What has proven more important during times of downturn
is that cities dominated by one size of industry have proven
more unstable in such economic conditions, particularly where
large companies, more transient in their choice of location,
have relocated to save costs, and subsequently removed large
amounts of employment in cities and towns. As is concurrent
with other research within this chapter, cities that have a diverse
range of companies by size are more likely to survive and
prosper in recession. Therefore, cities with an urban framework
that encourages a broader mix of business typologies, through
building size or land use policies can prove more economically
sustainable.

Diversity of ownership

The ownership structure of companies is also an important
element of the city’s economic matrix. Traditional family run
businesses have dominated modern manufacturing industries
in Korea and Japan9 , with the rapid rate of South Korea as the
second fastest growing world economy in four decades, partly
attributed to the success of large family run conglomerates such
as LG, Samsung, Hyundai. Family businesses have many traits
that make them better placed than other forms of corporate
ownership to survive the current recession10 . A report in the
UK by the Barclays Wealth and the Economist Intelligence
Unit found that “family businesses tended to be less indebted,
have less inclination to take risks and have more closely-knit
management teams than other companies”.
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Economic Specialisms

Economic specialisms

The importance of a diverse economic base is crucial to
provide a flexible jobs market to survive reduced demand and
job losses in key sectors such as finance or retail. However,
complementary to a mixed economic base, the importance
of an industry specialism for certain cities should not be
underestimated. The specialism of one particular sector is the
Raison d’être of many of the world’s most successful cities.
Cities that have successfully created specialisms in key sectors
can play an important role in helping withstand fluctuations in
single or groups of sectors. The economic prosperity of many
cities is due to a particular sectoral specialism and is often
the very reason why cities have grown. In turn, such cities
are now in better financial conditions to survive a downturn
and subsequently will place the city in a prime position for
generating new jobs when the upturn begins.
Cities that have a global reputation for financial services such
as Hong Kong, Tokyo and Singapore are already experiencing
the impact of the recession of the late 2000s due to a high
number of people employed within the financial industry.
However, the sustained growth and global status of these cities
can be attributed to the niche offering of their financial services
and they will be in a good position for recovering from the
downturn. The factors attracting sector or niche specialisms can
be wide ranging and often deep rooted in historical significance,
such as the shipbuilding yards of Belfast and Glasgow, the hightech electrical manufacturing of Tokyo and Seoul or the cultural
and media production of London and New York.

Concorde, in its final flight across Bristol, the plane is
a result of the city’s specialism in the Aerospace Industry

CASE STUDY: Bristol, England
The reputation and future growth of the City’s specialism in the aerospace industry is expected to cushion of reduced
output of its financial industry
The Centre for Cities (2009) has completed extensive research into the resilience of British Cities, including the South West
city of Bristol. The city has enjoyed a long history and reputation in manufacturing and engineering with good infrastructural
links to the world through its port. Through successful regeneration programmes, the city has diversified its economy with
key specialisms in the financial industry which accounts for 20% of its industrial sector, the manufacturing accounting for 9%,
slightly below the national average. However, it is the advanced knowledge driven high tech industries that has seen Bristol’s
manufacturing industry as yet relatively unaffected by the recession of the late 2000s. The role of research and development is
crucial to the success of Bristol’s manufacturing industry. The UK’s three most R&D intensive sectors are aerospace, defence
and pharmaceuticals11 . Bristol has representation in all three of these sectors, accounting for 30% of Bristol’s manufacturing
workforce. Additionally the city has developed a global reputation in the aerospace industry that includes Airbus, BAE Systems
and Rolls Royce and accounts for 26% of total manufacturing employment (compared to 3% nationally).
These advanced manufacturers have been drawn to Bristol due to the reputation of Bristol as a centre for aerospace.
Additionally they hope to gain from the concentration of skilled people, manufacturers they wish to supply, and the knowledge
specific benefits associated with localisation economies in high tech industries12: The industry also has strong links with the
city’s two main universities, which both have aerospace faculties producing research and highly skilled graduates for the sector.
Although short term demand for the aerospace sector is likely to fluctuate, the long term nature of the industry means that for
manufacturers such as Airbus, orders can be placed many years in advance and the lead times in the industry are usually a
minimum of 12 months. Long term demand is expected to come from the Middle East and Asia, continuing to offer strong export
markets.
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Business clusters

The clustering of businesses within the same sector can help
the advancement of an economic specialism discussed in the
previous chapter. Traditionally, the very existence and growth of
cities has been due to the locational advantages gained through
clustering of specialised industries and the resulting benefits
caused by economies of scale. The globalisation of business
brought about technological and economic changes which were
expected to reduce the importance of local economic factors
and therefore also the role of clusters13. In fact, the dynamics
turned out to be exactly the opposite and economic geography
is now recognized as a critical factor to understand differences
in economic growth and prosperity across countries & regions 14

Competitive advantage of firms in the new economy results
in more interdependency with other firms, organizations and
suppliers. Business is no longer conducted by companies
working along. When leading edge firms need specialized skills,
they outsource to another organization in a related field or even
in the same field

The close clustering of businesses and sectors, otherwise
known as agglomeration theory in urban economics exists due
to a number of factors. Agglomeration allows firms to operate
on a larger scale and potential to attract more specialized
suppliers and interact with them more efficiently15. Companies
have access to a labour market that is deeper and provides
more specialized skills, they have access to more suppliers
who congregate to gain benefit from their location and crucially
have access to more customers. Thirdly, there are knowledge
spillovers through different channels that one can only tap into
locally16. And finally, clusters can increase prosperity through
productivity gains, innovation, and entrepreneurship17.
The clustering of business, when linked to a broader
competitiveness agenda and set within a dynamic urban
environment, can be a key factor in the international competition
of cities, particularly in areas of entrepreneurship and
innovation. The importance of networks and connectivity is
discussed in greater detail in a later section but the networking
ability of companies is fundamental to the success of clusters.

The common grouping of businesses in a
typical Amercian city downtown (Chicago)

CASE STUDY: Silicon Valley, USA
A famous business cluster that has survived recession
due to high level of networking and innovation
Silicon Valley is a well sited example of a cluster providing
high-tech industries including Google, Apple, Intel and
Hewlett Packard. Due to the concentration of a number of
high-tech industries within a predominant sector, the area
was highly susceptible to the inevitable ‘bubble bursting’
effect that the industry experienced in the latter half of the
1990s. However, Silicon Valley has ridden repeated waves
of innovation and crisis because it has a flexible industrial
structure that has allowed continual learning and adaptation
to recover 19. Silicon Valley continues to maintain its status
as one of the top research and development centres in the
world. A 2006 Wall Street Journal story found that 13 of the
20 most inventive towns in America were in California, and
10 of those were in Silicon Valley20. The report found in
contrast, Route 128, the high-tech corridor outside Boston
struggled during the 1980s recession because its industrial
structure and business networks were focussed on a smaller
set of large and relatively inflexible corporations.

The many companies located in Silicon Valley
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Sustainable Land Use

3.1.2 Sustainable land uses & industries

Determining and predicting industries that are completely
safeguarded from the effects of global recession is difficult and
even traditionally robust jobs markets such as the public sector
can contract during recession where government spending is
restricted. Additionally, the presence of employment sectors
that are hardest hit during times of economic contraction does
not necessarily mean they should be avoided in urban policy.
Indeed, the presence of volatile business such as banking may
be the very reason for economic growth in previous years that
makes the city more stable. For example, sectors that are likely
to be most affected by the late 2000s recession are those in
financial, construction and retail sectors. These sectors have
traditionally been cyclical in production and thus follow the
contractions and expansion of national and global economies
sharply. A study by the Centre for Cities into the resilience of
three British cities found that cities with a broad structural base
will not be able to escape the impact of a global recession but
CASE STUDY: London, England
A city with an urban environment conducive to the
attraction of creative industries which are a large
contributor to the economy and predicted to be crucial
to its recover from recession.
The city of London has a global reputation as a centre
for film, broadcasting, publishing, music, advertising, the
arts, design, fashion the performing arts. These creative
industries are crucial to the economy of London and its
ability to recover from recession. The sector represents the
third employer in the city: more than half a million people are
employed in the creative industries sector, and 1 in 5 of all
new jobs in London are in the creative industries25. According
to the London mayor, this sector already adds £21 billion
annually to London’s output, more than all the production
industries combined and second only to Business Services at
£32 Billion26. NESTA, the National Endowment for Science,
Technology and the Arts found predicts creative industries,
and specifically the talent nurtured within it, becoming a key
driver for the UK’s recovery from recession. They predict that
creative industries will grow on average at 4% -more than
double the rate of the rest of the economy and by 2013, the
sector is expected to employ 1.3 million people, more than
the financial sector. The ability of the city to compete in a
global market in traditional areas such as manufacturing as
decreased and creative industries have been fundamental
to the prosperity of the city. The regeneration of many
previously industrial areas, particularly in the East End of
London has been possible through the thriving arts and
media communities that have been attracted to the areas
historical, cultural and physical environment. Such industries
are intensive upon human capital and a skilled and creative
workforce has been attracted to the city due to its reputation
and a city of culture and invention, World class infrastructure
including public transport and telecommunications and the
protection of individual property rights.

would be better placed for a speedy recovery21.
Sustainable employment uses within cities tend to be industries
not linked to consumer demand or dependent upon frequent
and short term financial funding. Sectors that are considered
essential within stable economies are expected to withstand
economic dips. Examples include the healthcare, medical
and pharmaceuticals industries. Other examples which have
traditionally weathered slowdowns include education, energy,
transportation and utilities, with modern sectors such as green
technology (including alternative energy), IT and creative
industries expected to remain more stable during recession.

Growth Industries

Growth industries are a sector of the economy experiencing
higher-than-average growth rates and are ever important in the
long term sustainability of cities, especially during recession.
The recession experienced in the 2000s has been welcomed
by some commentators as a wake up for the world faced with

Performance and Street art is thriving in East London

Art is not confined to galleries (Banksy)

RichMix, the Arts & Culural Centre in Bethnal Green
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the very real threat of global warming. Whether the economic
decline will draw attention away from this environmental threat
or instead demand people and countries to reevaluate the way
they live and consume finite resources is still to be seen. What
is expected is that the shift in global economic patterns will
continue and new industries will appear and flourish in such
conditions. One example is green industries. The emerging
green industries relate to the manufacturing, research and
invention of new technologies in fuel cells, Solar panels, wind
turbines, organic farming, biofuels and many more. In the US,
the Apollo Alliance projects 3 million jobs will be created in the
next decade within green industries, based on planned public
and private investment of some $300 billion22. The planned
economic stimulus plan in 2009 for America includes policies
for increasing the energy efficiency of federal buildings and
doubling the nation’s renewable energy production in three
years23. In the UK, growth industries are seen as key to the
future growth of the countries cities and crucial to the survival
and recovery during recessions for cities. In the United
Kingdom, a Centre for Cities report found that globalisation
has driven the growth of new industries such as life-sciences
in Cambridge and biotech in York24 and the importance of the
creative industry to London is discussed in the following case
study.

Knowledge based industries

Knowledge based industries can be identified as those which
are knowledge intensive, rely upon high technology and
innovation and are intensive in skilled human capital. These
include aerospace, chemicals/biotechnology, ICT equipment
and services, consumer electronics and the environment
industry27. Many of the advanced nations have developed a

strong knowledge base to remain competitive in the global
market. Asian countries have been keen to follow in their
footsteps and are pursuing policies to catch up following the
Asian Financial Crisis. Cities in Recession Part 2 discusses the
importance of innovation as a tool for reinvention and survival
through times of recession. A strong knowledge based economy
can increase productivity and efficiency for cities economies
and help identify future trends, promote invention and
spearhead new technologies to increase its competitiveness.
The inventiveness of companies is heavily reliant upon a
skilled labour pool and also can be aided where private sector
companies have established links with a city’s research
& development and educational institutions. In the United
Kingdom, University cities such as Oxford have encouraged
a knowledge based private sector economy. In a study by
the Centre for Cities, Oxford has the highest proportion of
‘‘knowledge intensive’’ employees of any English city. Their
findings suggest it is these types of innovative firms the country
needs to attract and foster to help recover from the recession,
when the upturn comes28. Similar spin off industries have grown
in the US, notably around the Institutes in Boston (Harvard and
MIT), Madison (University of Wisconsin) and New Haven (Yale
University) An urban environment that encourages the linkages
between research, education and industry can stimulate
knowledge transfer and improve the long term sustainability of
an economy.
In the 1970s the ‘Asian Tigers’ of Korea, Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand and China experienced massive economic growth
and industrialisation. These countries, led by an increasingly
urbanized population moving to cities such as Seoul, Bangkok,

Oxford in England is home to the most knowledge
industries in the United Kingdom
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Kuala Lumpur Shanghai, developed strong high tech
manufacturing industries. Emerging companies specialised in
information and communication technologies (ICT), computers,
electronic equipment and communications equipment and
services29. These innovative new industries created the
demand for the World’s new obsession with high technological
advancements and subsequently supplied this demand through
manufacturing. However, by the late 1990s, the Asian Financial
crisis exposed weaknesses in the newly formed economies
and the crisis revealed many structural weaknesses in these
countries. These included industrial over-capacity due to
excessive investment in manufacturing, lack of domestic
technological capabilities, and inadequate policy emphasis

on the development of small and medium-sized enterprises,
inadequate investment in education and innovation to create
the necessary pool of skilled labour. This lack of investment
and policy has been seen to now outweigh the competitive
advantage many Asian cities enjoyed, due to low labour costs.
These cities, having recovered from recession caused by the
Asian Financial crisis, are now coping with the adoption to a
knowledge based economy to compete with cities in Europe,
the Middle East and the United States. The Asian countries
have all now developed strategies to compete with developed
countries in knowledge intensive industries by addressing
issues in terms of national information infrastructure, education,
innovation and foreign investment30.

Madison is predicted to be well prepared to weather the recssion strorm

CASE STUDY: Madison, Wisconsin, USA
Predicted as one of America’s safest cities during recession due to a number of economic factors
By the end of 2008, the city of Madison experienced an unemployment rate of 3.5%, compared to the national average of
6.5% and was ranked one of the top cities in America for job growth in 200931. The reason for such stability can be attributed
to a number of factors. The varied employment market in the city jobs market in Madison is varied and has proved plentiful
even during previous recessions. The city is home to a varied mix of start-up businesses to medium and larger organisations,
meaning the city is not reliant upon a single employer.
The economy of the city has been traditionally generated by the University of Wisconsin and Wisconsin State Government
which are the two largest employers in the city. Madison’s economy has also evolved from a government based economy to
a high tech consumer driven economy. The development of a number of private high tech industries has been fostered by
the relationship between the University of Wisconsin and local business and entrepreneurs. The University’s reputation and
research in healthcare, biotechnology, medical devices has resulted in a number of spin off private enterprises and has made
Madison a regional hub for such industries. The University’s technology arm, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation
provides grants and helps scientists affiliated with the University to patent new discoveries. Business are attracted to the city
due to the exceptional skills and education levels of its residents, with approximately half the population over 25 holding a
Bachelor’s Degree or higher32. According to Forbes magazine, Madison had the highest number of Ph.D.s per capita, and
third highest college graduates per capita. The city is home to a student population of approximately 50,000 students, with the
University of Wisconsin being the largest contributor and is one of the largest public Universities in the United States.
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Infrastructure &
Movement
A success of a city’s infrastructure is highlighted in
times of recession. The ability of its infrastructure
to support the basic amenity requirements
of its population is the focus of investment
programmes in cities across the developing
world. The following focuses mainly upon the
movement infrastructure of cities and how
restricted connectivity and movement in cities
can reduce the economic productivity, especially
during times of recession. It investigates where
cities have implemented policies to improve
these issues and the resulting outcomes.
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Connectivity

Connectivity

The importance of connectivity and networks is crucial to how
firms, regions and individuals will survive during recession.
In their report, “Attacking the Recession”, NESTA reiterate
that regions and cities that response to the recession
most effectively will have strong regional alliances that pull
together the public and private sectors, social innovators and
universities. Regions that have outward-looking, internationally
connected and entrepreneurial networks to spot new
opportunities, investors and partners, will be more responsive
to recession. The following chapter looks at how the physical
infrastructure of cities and its role in their regional, national and
global context is impacting upon networks that are seen as
central to the capacity of regions to respond to the recession
innovatively33.

In Britain, during the 1980s recession, academics began
to investigate why some people were restricted access to
vital economic and life support services within urban areas.
They termed the phrase permeability which referred to the
number of alternative routes through an area and saw this as
a fundamentally political philosophy of providing all people
of all social status or physical condition the democratic right
to access to all areas, services, employment and other
opportunities offered by a city. Regeneration schemes in
deprived towns and cities within Britain have addressed
issues of connectivity to provide residents the access to the
opportunities cities may present during times of downturn. The
success of the London bid for the 2012 Olympic Games was
mainly due to its strong focus on a lasting regeneration legacy
that would provide employment and opportunity for the deprived
wards of East London and provide better connectivity for its
residents to the global financial city.

City Connectivity

Regional and National connectivity

Recession and subsequent job losses impact significantly
upon the social dynamic within a city and people are forced
to make changes in career and location in order to maintain
employment. As such shifts occur, the importance of
accessibility and connectivity is raised to allow the greatest
number of people access to the dwindling number of jobs
available. The level of accessibility to employment can be
affected by physical movement factors that may impede
connection between housing and employment zones. The
zoning of uses into different areas, commonly seen in American
and Australian cities, can reduce the accessibility of a large
number of the workforce, especially those unable to drive.
CASE STUDY: Birmingham, England
A city with a successful urban design strategy to
address issues of connectivity within the city as a tool
for regeneration and investment.

As already discussed, the agglomeration theory in urban
economics explains the reason why firms located within close
proximity to each other and how clusters of sectors can help
businesses access larger pools of workers, suppliers and
customers as well as promoting productivity gains, innovation,
and entrepreneurship. The same principle can be applied
to the clustering of cities within the national context, where
efficient inter-city connectivity can allow the economic benefits
of larger cities to spill over into surrounding smaller economies.
The economic prosperity of small cities, sometimes isolated
through poor transport infrastructure, relies upon working with
and complementing the economies of adjacent larger cities34.
The relationship between London and Reading in the south

Improving connectivity has been important component in the
regeneration of Birmingham with simple pedestrian crossings, seen
here, leading to new districts such as the Convention Quarter

In Birmingham, the city’s urban design strategy focussed
upon the removal of the large inner ring road that circled
the CBD and was effectively creating a ‘concrete collar’ that
was constraining growth as there was limited land available
within the small area for new development. This collar
meant pedestrian movement from the CBD to surrounding
city areas was not possible and the strategy of ‘breaking
the collar’ effectively opened up the surrounding areas. The
urban design strategy also categorised the surrounding
area into distinct quarters based upon the existing or a new
cultural identity. The Jewellery Quarter to the north is now a
thriving mixed use urban village whilst the new Convention
Quarter, connected via a new raised pedestrian walkway
over the ring road, completely transformed a former derelict
area with a new symphony hall, convention facilities and the
mixed use Brindley Place development. The new Eastside
development area has been opened up with the radical
removal of the elevated ring road section called Masshouse
Circus and in its place are pedestrian crossings at grade
providing a direct link from the CBD to the east of the city.
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CASE STUDY – Arlington, Virginia, USA
Transit orientated development creating high
connectivity levels allowing a regional wide distribution
of prosperity from the Country’s Capital

Transit Orientated Development in Arlington

The City of Arlington with a population of approximately
200,000 is situated across the Potomac River, west of
Washington D.C. The city has been ranked as one of
the safest American Cities to withstand the late 2000’s
recession40 due in part to a 49.4% share of jobs in ‘strong
industries’ such as government and education and its highly
educated and skilled population. However, the city also
enjoys a high level of prosperity due to its proximity and
excellent connectivity to the country’s capital, Washington
that enjoys relative stability due to its high proportion of
public sector Government jobs. The connectivity level can
be attributed to the Transit orientated development pattern
the city has developed over the past 30 years. The County
Government has actively pursued a policy of ‘Smart Growth’
which guides the policy of concentrating high density mixed
use development within walking distance of mass transit
facilities such as such as Metrorail stations and the highvolume bus lines of Columbia Pike. Additionally, the city was
ranked first among walkable cities in the United States in
2005 by the American Podiatric Medical Association41 Much
of the development within the city has been concentrated
around 7 of the County’s 11 Metrorail stations that provide
rapid access into Washington.
east of England is a classic example of the complementary
links between large global cities and their hinterland. In a
study by the Centre for Cities (2009) the city of Reading was
ranked with one of the highest economic prosperity levels in the
country and one of the lowest with claimants for unemployment
benefit35. Reading has a large number of employers in sectors
complementing the highly specialised International Market of
London, who have chosen Reading due to relatively lower office
space costs, a shared access to national and international
markets and access to a skilled labour pool made possible by
efficient and fast public transport links between the two cities36
. The city has rapid train links, a motorway road infrastructure
linking to London and the rest of country and is linked to
Heathrow.

“Cities’ infrastructure is the backbone of
their economies, but cities need to be able
to use transport, housing and planning more
effectively as levers to support jobs and growth.
Infrastructure – principally transport, buildings and
utilities – connects people to jobs, businesses to
markets, and cities to wider economies42”
Global Connectivity

The role of globalisation can inevitably be criticized during
a time when the world’s economy has collapsed due to an

escalation of events felt in the American sub prime housing
crisis. The speed at which the financial crisis spread through
the world, especially in countries dependent upon foreign
exports, such as China, has shown how connected the world
has become. This interconnected world means economic
slowdowns in countries, especially large countries such as USA,
will be felt far beyond their boundaries and therefore global
downturns are to be expected, especially in times of transition.
However, globalisation is key to the future sustained growth
of established economies and the increased opportunities for
cities in the developing world. The actions of countries to take
protectionist steps to safeguard their own country’s fortunes
can impact upon the free trade of the global market and in turn
reduce productivity in their own industries. Instead countries
that are linked to the global markets through airports, ports,
rail infrastructure and high-tech telecommunications will be
better placed to cope to return from recession and ride future
downturns.
The increased exposure to markets across the world can
make certain industries and companies more productive whilst
smaller localised business can increase competition at a local
level. Firms serving global markets require an internationally
linked infrastructure, whilst firms serving local markets require
an infrastructure appropriate to national and local movement.
The globalisation of markets, although predicted to reduce the
geographical locational choices of industry, has in fact not been
experienced as greatly. The agglomeration of premises such as
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production plants or headquarters is still important due to varied
costs, labour pools and logistical location.

Peace Palace, The Hague

“Connectivity – traditionally through transport and
now also through communications infrastructure
– supports economic success in cities, connecting
them to wider markets both nationally and
globally, linking people to jobs, goods and
services to markets, embedding supply chains,
and supporting trade37”
Telecommunications connectivity

One of the most unique characteristics of the late 2000s
recession is that the world is more connected now and
globalisation of markets has become more entrenched. The
dot.com boom, and subsequent bust, left behind a new,
open global network of electronic communications that is
transforming society43. In a study by NESTA, London was
found to have developed close links with cities overseas
with more researchers, for example leading in collaborative
global networking – helped by average internet broadband
access speed twice as fast as in some other UK regions44.
Collaboration across borders will help cities find common
solutions, but also allow them to draw from deeper external
pools of ideas, absorbing them and turning them into new
innovations at the local level.

Big business in Utrecht

CASE STUDY – Randstad, Netherlands
The connectivity between the Randstad conurbation has
created a complementary hierarchical urban structure
The Randstad in the Netherlands constitutes one of the
largest conurbations in Europe and accounts for nearly
half of the population of the country at 7.5 million people
and an estimated 20% of the land area of the country . The
conurbation contains the four largest cities in the country38,
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. These
cities perform and compete as separate entities but at a
region level, the area is the hub of the Netherlands’ major
economic activities and international connections and has
become a driving force of the National Economy. Each city
provides a different function within the conurbation, such as:
Amsterdam is the internationally oriented business centre,
with a large number of directive and creative activities.
Rotterdam is the worldwide logistic junction of Europe,
with all the related activities. Utrecht has a concentration
of national business and creative services. The Hague is
the seat of many international organisations for peace and
justice. The region has international connections to the world
through its ports, airports and European railway links and
within the conurbation. Effective road infrastructure and high
speed railway links within the Randstand has been essential
in creating a city region and has allowed the Randstad to
gain “one of the lowest unemployment rates in all OECD
countries, and it is one of the most attractive metropolitan
areas for Foreign Direct Investment39”.

Port Industry in Rotterdam

Culural Activities in Amsterdam
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Movement

Movement

Economic downturns can impact upon the very social fabric
that exists within established cities. Traditional patterns of
employment are shifted and the nature and location of new job
opportunities may follow. When the urban fabric impairs the
free movement of people through the city, the dynamism of the
city to adapt to such shifts is greatly reduced. Linking people
to jobs is fundamental to the economic vitality of a city during
the upheaval caused by recession. The ability of a population
to move is crucial to the economic survival of residents and
businesses.

Public Transport

Modern cities have tended to evolve during the rise in popularity
of car travel. As a result, examples such as Los Angeles,
Brisbane, Dubai and Auckland have developed with a motor
vehicle dominated movement structure with little provision
of alternative forms of movement such as public transport
or walking. In societies where motor vehicle ownership and
maintenance is high and the cost of fuel is kept high through
heavy taxation, the movement by car is often not a possibility,
a situation exacerbated by reduced income from earnings
during recession. Cities that provide movement options for all
people regardless of age, physical ability and financial status
will allow a more dynamic workforce that can adapt better to
changes in employment patterns, bolster the city economy,
reduce pressure through government subsidies and reduce
the instability caused by fluctuating fuel prices. The provision
of an integrated public transport system has been crucial in the
development and subsequent growth of cities throughout the
world, including the rapid growth of Victorian London which was
enabled by the innovative construction of the railways allowing
new neighbourhoods to emerge thus bolstering the city’s
economy.
Innovative public transport in Curitiba, Brazil

CASE STUDY – Curitiba, Brazil
A city wide integrated transport policy that has
encouraged commercial activity and made public
transport cost effective and efficient for its residents
The city of approximately 1.8 million people in the south
of Brazil demonstrates one of the finest examples of a city
implementing a successful public transport policy that has
resulted in 85% of its population now using the bus rapid
transit system with over 2 million passengers a day, the
highest in any Brazilian city45. The city has successfully
implemented a Masterplan since 1965 that integrates traffic
management, public transportation and land use planning
that has become the inspiration for many similar projects
across the world. The success of bus travel as the most cost
effective, reliable and quickest way to move through the city
has fuelled demand for the service, increasing competition
between the private companies that run the system.
Curitiba’s fuel use per capita is 30 percent below that of
comparable Brazilian cities, with the lowest atmospheric
pollution in Brazil.
The success of the bus system can be attributed to the
holistic approach to transportation that accounts for the
following factors:
Road traffic management; The trinary road system in
the city means roads have two lanes of one-way traffic
surrounding an exclusive two-way bus lane. The successful
separation of buses and cars ensures the speed, efficiency
and reliability of the bus network.
Coverage & Accessibility; The comprehensive coverage
(900km of routes in virtually every area of the city46), and
innovative design of bus stop structures that allow for
efficient bus access, especially for disabled customers,
means the buses are accessible for all residents of the city.
City & Land use planning; The city Masterplan that has
been evolving since the 1960s aimed to limit city centre
growth, reduce urban sprawl and introduced a linear network
of bus only avenues where business and retail activity was
encouraged to increase viability and usage of the bus system
as well as the commercial activity. High density development
is encouraged within 2 blocks of the transport arteries;
beyond these zones, residential densities taper in proportion
to distance from transitways47.
Cost; The bus system is comparatively less than other
forms of public transport. The system costs approximately $3
million USD/km as compared to a typical tram system ($8-12
million USD/km) or a subway ($50-100 million USD/km). The
cost efficiency of the system means the population spend on
average only 10% of their annual income on travel, far below
the national average.
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Walking and cycling

Despite the inconsistencies in the cost of car ownership, fuel
and maintenance across the world, the use of private motor
vehicles for movement in cities is generally the most expensive.
This can make such movement unachievable for large numbers
of urban populations. As a healthy, environmentally and
enjoyable option, walking and cycling can provide the cheapest
alternative to the private car. Traditional cities and modern
cities that have implemented policies to improve the ability of its
residents to walk and cycle to work will have a more dynamic
workforce with higher transience levels in times when change
in work patterns are demanded and the cost of movement
becomes more crucial.
Cities such as Copenhagen, Birmingham, Melbourne and
Hong Kong have increased the opportunities for people to
walk within their urban landscape and integrate movement
into a wider public transport network. Cities where movement
by foot is restricted due to long distances, impenetrable
barriers, road safety fears, extreme climate or an inhospitable
pedestrian environment are likely to have a less transient
labour pool, highly reliant upon private motor vehicles that can
often be prohibitively expensive, especially during times of
reduced expenditure. Reduced walking can also impact upon
local businesses such as retail that rely on passing footfall of
pedestrians. College cities in the US traditionally have higher
levels of walking rates, adding to their ability to withstand
recessions. Cambridge, Massachusetts has the highest level of
walking in the country with approximately 26% people walking
to work48

CASE STUDY – Hong Kong
A city that has led the world in innovative solutions
to encourage and allow people to walk around its
sometimes inhospitable terrain.

Traffic congestion

The financial implications of traffic congestion is experienced
in terms of the productivity and competitiveness of a city and
is a determining factor for any commercial enterprise deciding
to locate in the region. The occurrence of traffic congestion
reduces staff productivity through lost hours or delayed
meetings, increases stress and exhaustion amongst the
workforce, delays logistical movement of goods around the city,
and detracts from the ability of people to visit retail and leisure
services.
Cities that have been designed predominantly for the private
motor vehicle are now experiencing economic constraints
through restricted movement and excessive traffic congestion.
In the United Arab Emirates, the Emirate of Dubai has grown
at such an unprecedented rate that its infrastructure has been
unable to keep pace50. The inevitable traffic congestion is
impacting future growth of the city. The value of time aborted
through traffic congestion is estimated at 3.15% of GDP,
according to Dr Abdul Malek Ebrahim Abu Shaikh, a figure
that is likely to increase. Cities in the USA have also suffered
economically due to traffic congestion which it is estimated to
cost the country US$67.5 billion in lost productivity (0.7% of the
nation’s GDP). The Texas Transportation Institute study found
that some of the most congested cities in the country, such as
Los Angeles, lost an estimated US$9 billion in 2005. This loss is
felt directly by each motorist who is estimated to lose US$1000
annually in big cities due to congestion. In the article “Achieving
Sustainable Movement in Dubai: The Urban Design Approach”,
the author looks further into how restricted movement in Dubai
is constraining long term economic growth and suggests urban
design responses to resolve such issues.

Innovative movement methods in Hong Kong

The Asian city has one of the lowest levels of car ownership
in the world. This is in part due to a highly efficient public
transport network where over 90% of daily travels (11 million)
are on public transport, making it the highest percentage in
the world49. The city’s rapid transit system, MTR, has 150
stations and serves 3.4 million people a day, supplemented
by a bus and tram system. Additionally, despite the city’s
extreme terrain and climate, the city has created a number
of innovative solutions to overcome problems of walking
for commuting and recreation purposes. A comprehensive
network of raised air-conditioned walkways take commuters
through the city and a number of mechanically powered
travelators (or moving pavements) assist people’s journeys
through the city. Escalators are used to overcome some of
the steep terrain in the city, including the Central-Mid-Levels
escalators (see photograph right), the longest outdoor
covered escalator system in the world where the direction is
dictated by the commuting times of morning or evening.
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Built Form &
Environment
The built environment of buildings and open
spaces are intrinsically linked to the prosperity of
cities in recession. Buildings home the companies
and workers crucial to a city economy and thus
the density, layout and adaptability of buildings
is crucial to the economic sustainability of cities.
As well as providing the functional home for
the majority of employment to exist the design,
scale and construction of buildings and the
relationship within their context is crucial to the
urban environment. Additionally the availability
and quality of open space is imperative to the
creation of a built environment that is unique and
inviting to create a strong city brand and attract
tourists and skilled workers.
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Density

Density

Some of the most dynamic and attractive cities to do business
are those with the highest densities. Hong Kong, Singapore
and Manhattan Island all exhibit a high density urban fabric due
predominantly to geographical constraints and all are global
cities with buoyant economies that have been able to weather
numerous economic downturns in their history. High density
is not necessarily the magic answer to economic stability and
many European cities with lower density built forms, large
open greenspaces and supported by efficient public transport
networks have proven to provide similar levels of sustainability.
Additionally, cities with high density monofunctional CBDs
such as downtown Los Angeles or Sydney with surrounding
suburban sprawl may not exhibit the same ingredients that
make density more sustainable. There are a number of factors
that are necessary to make density work such as a mix of
uses that provide activity throughout the day, an efficient
public transport network and the provision of open spaces to
reduce the feeling of overcrowding. When density is achieved
it can have a number of advantages to making a city more
economically stable in recessions:
Accessibility
Higher densities when designed correctly can greatly increase
the accessibility of urban locations, making a far greater
percentage of employment available to the population.
Viability of Public transport
The high density of people in certain locations makes public

transport more viable and affordable due to more users and
greater competition can bring down costs of travel. This is key
for people to take lower wages during recession
Reduced urban sprawl
Where density exists in only downtown CBD areas, surrounded
by endless suburban sprawl, the demand for motor vehicle
movement is increased, the pressure upon the road
infrastructure increases and viability of public transport is
reduced. This can therefore significantly impair the movement
abilities of the large population of the suburban workforce,
especially when incomes are reduced.
Economies of scale
The close proximity of businesses to each other is the very
foundation of the existence of cities. The transfer of knowledge
and expertise is crucial in times demanding innovation.
Viability of local retail
The high density of people population makes local retail
more viable in city locations. The viability of local retail such
as grocery stores can also increase the level of competition
between retailers, benefiting the local consumer.
Affordable housing
Higher density makes affordable housing more possible.
In locations where high land values drive high costs of
residential dwellings, the use of sympathetically designed
contextually appropriate density can make building projects
more viable and make housing more affordable.

High density urban environment, Hong Kong
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Adaptability

Adaptability

The Urban Environment is constantly in transition through
evolving economic systems, movement innovations, social
demographics and changes in personal lifestyles. None more
so is this evident than during times of economic decline,
when cities are forced to innovate and reinvent themselves.
The flexibility of the built environment is critical if cities are to
become sufficiently dynamic to accommodate and encourage
change. Adaptability has many different facets and can involve
the adaptability of city quarters such as traditional industrial
areas to accommodate new uses or the ability of housing to
adapt to changing living choices demanded by new generations
of single city dwellers. The following chapter looks at two
different elements of adaptability and their importance to the
flexibility of the urban landscape.

Adaptable land uses

A flexibility of a city to accommodate new uses within its
boundaries is critical in the creation of dynamic cities that can
survive and embrace change. From the early marketplaces
of ancient cities, to the industrial powerhouses of the 20th
century to the modern zoning of suburban sprawl of the late
21st Century, cities have evolved to accommodate different
uses. The rise of industrialisation in the Europe at the turn

of the Century catalyzed great urban migration through the
construction of warehousing, congregated to benefit from
economies of scale, surrounded by housing to accommodate
the arrival of a rural population. The following decline of
industrial production left swathes of cities, including their ports,
to stand empty and fall into disrepair. Modern regeneration
in the late 21st Century has reinvented such areas with new
uses such as residential and commercial uses to supply a new
demand from office based service industries.
The ease of accessibility of Ports and their location on major
trade routes have been the reason for the existence of cities
across the world, including New York, Hong Kong, Singapore
and Liverpool. Although the importance of ports such as
Shanghai, Singapore and Dubai continues, some ports have
declined due to relocation, cost or inability to accommodate
modern shipping methods, such as seen in London, Liverpool,
Rotterdam, Sydney, Auckland and Cape Town. With the closure
or relocation of the large port areas, cities around the world
have been presented the opportunity to create new waterside
districts. Many of these new schemes have been successful
catalysts for city regeneration programmes by creating new
cultural, leisure and commercial districts, often aimed at
tourism. Examples include Melbourne Docklands, Australia;
Victoria and Albert Waterfront, Cape Town and London
Docklands.
The converted Port at Darling Harbour, now a popular tourist attraction

Sensitive warehouse conversion in Sydney

CASE STUDY: Sydney, Australia
An example of a city that has embraced its connection to the water by innovative conversion of its disused ports and
buildings.
The city of Sydney, or the ‘Harbour City’ has been famed for its coastline setting set around Port Jackson providing numerous
natural inlets including Sydney Harbour. The city grew from Sydney Cove, location of the first British settlement in 1788 and has
since been famed for its coastline setting. The numerous harbours have provided a distinct brand for the city, such as Sydney
Harbour which is home to its most iconic structures, the Opera House and the Harbour Bridge, completed during the Great
Depression in 1932. Following deinidustrialisaion, the importance of the cities ports was reduced and the opprtunity arose to
redevelop large swathes of coastline land into new cultural and leisure uses at Darling Harbour and Circular Quay. Current
proposals exist to redevelop the East Darling Harbour site, once known as the ‘hungry Mile’ as workers would walk from wharf in
search of jobs in the Great Depression of the 1930s
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Adaptable buildings

Many cities have shown examples where the adaptation of
buildings to new uses, changes in living requirements or to
allow the division into a mix of new uses has allowed the city
to be more responsive to economic and social changes. The
decline of the manufacturing industries of the 1970s throughout
the world highlighted that many cities were left with a building
stock unsuitable for modern uses, such as large floorplan
office space required for some service sectors. The shift to a
dominance of service industries in many post industrial cities
was only possible with widescale demolition or the recycling
of former industrial buildings. The demolition of buildings is an
environmentally unsustainable practice and also presents an
economically inefficient outcome when reuse is an option.
Many post industrial cities in Germany, Holland and the UK
have successfully converted buildings to new uses and in
the process retained the historical character and charm they
present to their urban surroundings. The Urban Renaissance
experienced in many northern cities in the UK has been based
upon the regeneration of industrial areas, home to buildings

originally intended for large scale manufacturing. Innovative
developers in cities such as Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds
have successfully converted warehouse buildings into new
residential and commercial uses, breathing life into previously
run down areas. As well as dramatic changes of use, much
of Britain’s traditional housing stock has been adaptable to
changes in demographic and living requirements. The increase
in demand for single dwelling apartments in the late 20th
Century has been accommodated in part by the conversion of
large Georgian and Victorian townhouses, often subdivided into
apartments upon each floor.

“The Victorians left us a huge stock of red-brick
buildings that have proved adaptable, powerful
and resilient. Often ugly and aesthetically
incoherent, they have often survived due to their
enduring usefulness or the lack of will to replace
them. Yet their resilience and their eclecticism
have also led to them being robust and
responsive to change51”.
The Collegiate, Liverpool developed by Urban Splash

Stanley Docks Warehouse, Liverpool

CASE STUDY: Liverpool, England
Liverpool has highlighted very different responses to the ability of a city’s built fabric to adapt to modern requirements.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, 40% of the world’s trade was passing through the Port of Liverpool in England, yet by the
1970s the docks had become almost obsolete due to modern container freight methods. The city has only recently begun to
recover from the massive economic and social upheaval of the unemployment and deprivation this caused. Like its neighbours
in Manchester, modern regeneration schemes within Liverpool, including innovative reuses of the cities, ports and warehouse
buildings, have sparked new interest and investment in the region and the city became the European Capital of Culture in 2008.
However, the city has also highlighted that problem facing many traditional cities where the infrastructure and building stock
are unsuitable for modern commercial requirements. Many of the traditional industrial warehouse buildings around the port
areas have been converted successfully to accommodate mixed use cultural developments in a unique waterside setting. New
museums, art galleries and retail have helped increase the city’s economic diversity and attract a high number of tourists. The
city’s docks are also home to a number of buildings laying empty due to their incompatibility of new uses. The Stanley Dock
Warehouse was built in the heyday of Liverpool’s importance as a global city, is the world’s largest brick building52 and when
it was built in 1901, claimed to be the world’s largest building in terms of area53. The building however fell into disrepair in the
1980s following the dramatic reduction in trade passing through the city’s ports. The demolition has been restricted through the
granting of Heritage Status and the building has since lain empty. The conversion of the building into modern uses has been
difficult and prohibitively expensive. The building’s footprint is approximately 120,000sqft and the distance between windows
from side to side is 160ft. Due to its use as a tobacco storage warehouse, the floor to ceiling height is only 7ft greatly restricting
many new uses. Proposals have been suggested for its conversion requiring massive redevelopment to gut the core of the
building, leaving only the exterior walls and create a central courtyard with duplex apartments and enlarged windows54
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Housing

Housing

Housing in cities has traditionally followed employment uses.
Particularly following the industrialisation of cities, housing
was built in close proximity with industry to provide a labour
force for employment. With the advancement of transportation
methods, including the private motor vehicle, the proximity of
employment and housing was considered less essential and in
many instances their physical separation through a zoned land
use planning policy guided the development of modern cities
in the United States and Australia. Such zoning placed large
demands on commuting travelling and reduced the economic
efficiency of city areas by reducing their use throughout the day.
However, the importance of housing in terms of flexibility, quality
and affordability is crucial for cities and their residents to fulfil
their economic potential. Housing is an economic sector in its
own right in terms of capital employed, jobs provided directly
from construction, sale and turnover, and housing repairs
and maintenance55. Housing can also drive economic activity
by providing a labour pool of workers for business, create
subsidiary industries such as estate agents and mortgage
brokers. Additionally, housing can create economic activity such
as local retail and leisure industries within housing areas. The
following factors are key factors in how housing can directly
impact the economic vitality of cities, particularly in surviving
and recovering from economic depression.
Affordability
The affordability of housing is a key issue to the economic
competitiveness of cities. The purchase, maintenance and
ownership of housing is the largest expenditure facing
individuals and families in cities. The cost of housing driven by
factors such as supply/demand or land values can therefore
seriously affect the urban economy. High prices in global cities
such as London can constrain economic growth, according to
the Greater London Authority56 In a recent paper looking into
how housing shapes city economics, the Centre for Cities found
that, “such rapid and sustained house price increases have
created acute problems of affordability in the London housing

system. This has created serious supply issues in some parts
of the labour market, and has led to rising business costs57” .
In another study, the Centre found that Oxford, Bournemouth
and London were the most expensive cities, which was having
a “direct impact on their ability to attract skilled people – often
from global labour pools – to meet local business needs58” .
Quality of housing
The quality of housing in terms of character, size and quality
can influence the decisions of skilled migrants and businesses
to move to particular localities. In many post-industrial cities,
good quality housing has been used in cities as a tool for
regeneration of previously run down areas and thus played a
significant role in attracting further inward investment, increased
tourism and helped to change the perception and image of a
city.
Housing choices
The provision of different housing choices can directly impact
the demographics of a city’s population and provide flexibility
in the workforce to ensure labour provision in an area is
appropriate and abundant. For example a mix of tenure and
size options can encourage a greater range of ages from single
young people who wish to rent small properties to families
and married couples who would prefer to own properties that
can accommodate more people. Additionally, the transience
of human capital globally, requires an appreciation of different
living requirements.
Housing location and density
The location of housing, the density and its connectivity to
the urban jobs market are crucial in the success of housing
policies. Cities that have evolved over time have often adapted
frequently to economic changes, resulting in a mix of housing
and employment uses, often with an unclear distinction between
zones and within buildings. Asian cities such as Shanghai and
Mumbai still retain areas where the distinction between housing
and employment is highly blurred, creating a vibrant and
adaptable urban environment.

Housing has played key role in the renaissance of Post Industrial cities in the North of England, such as Manchester
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Identity

IDENTITY

In the article, “Branding the City”, the author discusses the
importance of brand in city development and regeneration.
The quality of a cities built environment through its buildings,
open spaces and natural setting are all important to the
establishment of a strong city identity. Global cities over
the World have evolved with unique characteristics that are
instantly recognisable to their brand. Just like a retail brand
image denotes the promise that the consumer will experience
a perceived level of value or enjoyment, cities also need to be
considered in a similar way. Harnessing historical or cultural
assets, utilizing natural resources, creating attractive urban
environments through iconic architecture or public space can
all add to a city’s identity and support its brand. A city with a
strong international brand can attract international and inward
investment, attract tourists and skilled migrants moving to the
city and help retain its urban population through enjoyment and
pride in their surroundings.

Architecture

Iconic architecture when used as part of wider sensitive
development can be instrumental to a cities brand. The

marketing campaigns of cities competing in the global market
often rely upon images of buildings, iconic through design or
scale, to create a strong identity for the city. Many examples
exist including the highly iconic buildings of emerging cities
such as Dubai (Burj Al Arab), Kaula Lumpur (Petronas Towers),
Bilbao (The Guggenheim Museum) Taipei (Taipei 101) and
older examples such as the Sydney Opera House and the
Eiffel Tower in Paris. The Empire State Building in New York
was completed during the Great Depression of the 1930s and
was viewed as a symbol of hope in otherwise dire economic
circumstances.

Open Space

The quality of open spaces and the space between buildings
is also important in the creation of a brand in city development.
Cities such as Barcelona, London and Paris are renowned for
their urban spaces and public parks and have created strong
images as attractive places to live and invest. Regeneration
schemes in Chicago, Melbourne, Berlin and Copenhagen have
been centred around the creation of quality open space for its
residents and the attraction of new residents. The quality of the
urban space has had direct financial benefits through increased
land values, a better business environment and an increase in
the quality of life for city workers.

Paris
Two Buildings from different eras with a similar purpose to create a marketable city identity
Dubai
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Human Capital
The outstanding economic records of Japan,
Taiwan and other Asian economies in recent
decades dramatically illustrate the importance of
human capital to growth. The “Asian Tigers” grew
rapidly by relying on a well-trained, educated,
hard working and conscientious labour force59.
The way in which companies react to attracting
and retaining key skilled labour is crucial to how
they can respond once the inevitable upturn
begins. Many industries such as the financial,
manufacturing and creative industries have
experienced a skills shortage until recently and
are likely to fight to retain key staff and avoid
recession so that they are prepared for the return
of stable economic conditions. The following
chapter looks at the experience of how cities
have tried to attract and retain human capital
and the importance of people in the recovery of
cities.
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Community

Community

Previous chapters have discussed the importance of networks
through local businesses, between cities and into the global
markets. The networks of individuals will also be important
during times of recession. The people most likely to be able
to find work again after a period of unemployment will have
social networks that keep them in touch with employment
opportunities60. The support offered by urban communities
and personal networks is crucial in terms of the mental health
and motivation of new job seekers entering the jobs market.
A study by NESTA (2008) also suggests that people are more
likely to start their own businesses if they have mutual support
from peers and mentors. Physical land use planning and
urban design has proved to encourage communities within the
urban environment. Certain building typologies can encourage
interaction between neighbours, high density neighbourhoods
can create a convivial mix of people and open spaces and
walkable streets can increase the chance of social interaction.
Such urban design principles, where evident in cities, can
encourage residential and business communities to flourish, as
is evident in the courtyard building typology in Beijing, the high
density neighbourhoods of New York and the walkable streets
of Barcelona.
The protection and encouragement of community values
has been a crucial element of urban policy in the United
Kingdom and according to some commentators, areas where
communities are strong can weather the economic recession
better than others. One such area is the north east of England,
which has experienced a decline and subsequent renaissance
in its fortunes. Nick Brown, Minister for the north-east suggests
that the “cities economic diversity, including personal networks
are among the region’s assets. The important of the role of
family run businesses, discussed in a previous chapter, is also
heightened during recession due to their relationship with local
communities. According to a report by Barclays Wealth in the
UK, “more than half of respondents from family run businesses
said the ability to help others through their wealth was
important, compared with 39% of others in the survey62”

“Doggedness, a sense of community and close
personal networks have been vital to the northeast in surviving previous economic and social
upheavals61”
A happy and well connected network of friends within a
community can be crucial to the attraction and retention of
skilled workers to new cities. The transience of some skilled
workers is high between national and international cities and is
discussed in the next section. The retention of individuals and
families to stay and make permanent financial commitments
is crucial to the long term sustainability of cities, particularly
in countries reliant on expatriate populations. Where a strong
community of friends and neighbours exist, the likelihood of
them moving in times of recession is reduced.

One of many communities in New York’s Urban Villages

Skilled
& workforce
Educated Workforce
Skilled and educated
Cities with a skilled and well educated population can prove
more resilient in times of recession as their population are
able to find new employment as oppose to workers who
may already have found employment difficult due to lack of
skills or education. Maintaining people in employment is key
to prosperous city economics as its population are able to
sustain consumer spending, supporting sectors such as retail
and leisure in the city. Cambridge is the second highestskilled British city, behind Edinburgh. In the city, 43.6% of
the working age population has degree-level qualifications or
higher63 and they earn the 4th highest salaries in the UK. In
a study, Cambridge had the lowest level of people claiming
unemployment benefit in the country during 200864 and the 5th
highest level of economic prosperity and 5th lowest level of
social inequality in the country. At the other end of the scale, it
found Hull in the north of the country to have the lowest level
of educational attainment (at 15.3%) and correspondingly,
the highest increase in unemployment benefit in the 2008
recession.
The quality of education is also important as an industry in the
creation of jobs, supporting local business through research
and development and attracting investment through its student
population, particularly from foreign students attracted by high
quality education. Cities across the United Kingdom are able to
attract international students due to the high reputation of many
of its universities. UK universities host a very high proportion
of international doctoral students. International students
are attracted by historic links, the widespread use of the
English language, and the reputation of UK Higher Education
institutions – UK campuses are the second most international,
with foreign students making up 9.6 percent of students at
Higher Education Institutions in 200665
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Immigration

Immigration

Attracting people from other cities from other countries as
cities compete in the increasingly global market. Immigrants
are important in providing the labour pool for certain economic
sectors but also increasing the important cycle of urban
economics when their wages are reinvested into the city
through, for example, retail or leisure. There are a wealth of
factors that impact upon people’s choice of migration and
can differ significantly between demographic profiles. For
instance, the indicators for a high quality of life may differ
between those considered essential by a family (education,
open spaces, stable jobs) or a single individual (culture, high
tech communications, nightlife). Additionally, those quality of life
indices can often be prioritised in order of importance, where
some individuals will sacrifice certain quality of life indicators to
work in a particular job or enjoy the surrounding countryside.
However a number of basic urban design factors can be
assumed that make certain cities more desirable than others,
such as the ease of movement through the city, the access to
quality health & education, the quality of the urban environment,
access to open spaces and many more. The following is a short
list of important factors involved in the physical design of cities:
Housing
The provision of high quality housing in attractive locations,
flexible in size, tenure and affordability is crucial in the attraction
and retention of people, especially in the competitive global
market for human capital. The Parisian apartment, the New
York loft apartment or the Georgian London townhouse have all
exerted their unique charm to attract generations of people to
their city. New cities in the Middle East have used housing as
a key marketing tool to attract a skilled and wealthy population
with villa schemes upon reclaimed land island projects.
Affordability
The prohibitively high expatriate living costs of Moscow, London
and Tokyo66 can be seen to directly influence people’s decisions
to migrate to cities and has led to cities such as London
implementing policies for high percentages of affordable
housing within new development. However, Zurich and Geneva
in Switzerland, considered the cities with the highest quality of
life in the world by Mercer Consulting are also ranked amongst
the top 10 expensive cities in the world by the same group,
suggesting that the high quality of life offered by such cities is
attracting highly skilled workers earning proportionately higher
wages.

Identity
The UK’s creative industries make up a greater share of the
economy than any other country in the world67, largely due to
the success of these industries in London where they represent
the third largest sector of employment. The attraction of creative
individuals to London can be attributed to a number of factors,
such as high-tech telecommunications, that contribute to its
brand as a global city for culture and media. The attraction to
Sydney can be cited to the identity the city has gained of a
high quality of life with a beautiful natural setting of coast and
beaches.
CASE STUDY: Human capital in the Middle East
Competition has risen between cities in the Middle East
to attract the human capital they rely upon to diversify
their economies and increase population growth
Cities in the Middle East have implemented bold plans to
diversify their economies beyond the traditional oil incomes
that have generated high revenues for their cities. The
leaders of these cities are keen to create global cities
with a sustainable future beyond oil. To achive this, cities
such as Doha, Abu Dhabi and Dubai are heavily reliant
upon an expatriate workforce who in Dubai make up 83%
of the population68. To attract the necessary skilled and
semi skilled workers, cities such as Dubai have made
large investment programmes into a world-class education
system to attract expatriate families, a key component to
the future sustainability of the city. For skilled workers, the
cities are able to offer high wages and a safe environment
for families and thus have become popular locations for
workers from countries such as Britain, Australia and the
United States. The majority of expatriates however come
from Asian countries such as India and Pakistan who make
up the majority of the many construction sites. The heavy
reliance upon expatriates to work, invest and live in the many
new residential units under construction places cities in the
Middle East under high risk during recession. The turmoil
caused by the large scale redundancies taking place in the
second half of 2008 is yet to be seen but the reduction of the
population for cities such as Dubai can have greater impact
upon its economy than faced elsewhere.

Museum of Islamic Arts, Doha

Education & Health
The reputation of a city to provide world-class education can
attract students from around the world, providing short term and
potentially long term financial input into the city’s economy. The
economies and reputation of cities such as Oxford & Cambridge
in the UK and Boston & New Haven have provided benefits
for their localities through direct and indirect employment
opportunities, wealth generated by a student population and a
spillover of knowledge into local business.
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Conclusion
The research has highlighted how, historically, some cities
have been poorly prepared to deal with the sudden drop in
revenues, unemployment and social unrest that accompany
recession. However, the way many cities have responded to
the situation has provided great lessons for future urban policy
and discourse.
For many commentators, the recession being experienced at
the time of this publication has taken hold at such an alarming
rate, essentially caused by a banking crisis, that the speed at
which a city can redesign, innovate and reinvent itself amongst
the turmoil cannot prevent further widescale disruption.
Although true in many aspects, the opportunity for a city to
readdress and prepare for future recessions is crucial for its
future economic sustainability. As discussed, post industrial
cities in Western Europe have learned valuable lessons
from the relocation of manufacturing industries to Asia which
caused huge economic turmoil. Although the success of the
recovery differed greatly and at different rates, many cities are
now better placed to weather this and future recessions. This
is in part due to the focus upon the many factors discussed
in this article. The second part of this research study, “Cities
In Recession: Survival, Prosperity and Preparation” looks
at what physically can be done to improve the economic
sustainability of cities around the world, presenting issues
such as innovation, place marketing and city governance.
Cities have been the drivers of sustained economic growth
throughout history and the upturn in fortunes of many countries
can be attributed to the business achievements flourishing in
their main cities. Cities have been powerhouses behind many
of the resurgences of emerging economies in Asia and the
Asian subcontinent and within established economies such
as the United Kingdom, an urban renaissance has fuelled
national pride and economic recovery. As competition grows
between global cities the opportunity and wealth that world
trade can bring should not be underestimated, especially in
turning around the fortunes of countries in the developing
World. How cities react in times of recession will be crucial to
future prosperity as the catalyst of innovation and reinvention
has historically been at its highest in times of recession. Cities
therefore have the ability to bring countries out of recession
and provide a sustainable future for their residents in future
times of decline.
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